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A CO-PRODUCTION PLATFORM
Danjel Andersson, director
Welcome to freakin MDT. Welcome to 2013. MDT will also this year present many performances,
and there is no way you will have time to see them all. For sure you will miss a lot. That’s the
name of the game. Hot new choreography, international and national. All year long. But MDT is
oh so much more than the program, the bar, the beautiful people, the art and the art making. I
will try to explain what it is we are trying to do.
When people use the word co-production it can mean a lot of different models of working.
Since I took over as director our main aim has been one, as simple as complex. We want the
Swedish performances to perform more. Today most productions are shown only 2–4 times.
Which is a waste of creativity, public funding and, worst of all, most productions have not yet
reached their artistic potential. They need to perform to reach their optimal format.
The problem as we see it is that the system in Sweden is too focused on production and not
on different modes of co-production. The way it works is simply put: The choreographers/
makers apply for production money with an idea. If they get funded, often with less than
they calculated on, they start to try out the idea in a studio or with research. They either rent
the studio with the production money or lend one, if they are connected. While trying the
idea there is no way of saying “this was not such a good idea, let us stop here and try to find
another, more founded one”, since they already got their money based on that idea. To use
the money they need to produce a piece and show it. On the other hand if it is an idea that
they find productive and someone is willing to show, then it’s still their job to raise their heads
in the middle of production to find possible co-producers or other places to perform. Most
artist I know do not do this for several reasons, but the most common one is that when you
are in a production of course you believe in it, but you cannot stand behind the final result
yet. First of all you don’t know if you will get there and you don’t know if you will be happy
with it. So basically most makers start spreading the news about their latest piece after they
performed it. Not a very constructive way of working, since most presenters want to see the
piece live to invite it. The result of this current system is that our domestically most well-known
choreographers are unknown outside of Sweden.
There are different ways of trying to change this. One can create platforms such as Ice Hot,
to show hand picked pieces to an international community of presenters, or you can represent
Sweden in different sales convents, such as APAP in New York among others. But I would like to
argue that networking, sharing of resources and co-productions are the most efficient ways.
And so far Sweden has not been focusing on this.
MDT is not anymore only a presenter, a venue. We define ourselves as a co-production platform.
We work with artist we believe have good chance to build an international career. We try to
engage deeper into the productions, deeper in the meaning of earlier, more profound and
longer.
So you see. The repertoire is an ongoing machine, it is the cream of the crop. The crop is
the producing. We engage with emerging artists, give them studio time and advise on their
productions, their budget, and we represent them and try to spread their names. We share our
resources with colleagues in other organizations with similar aims so that we can administrate
residency exchanges, networks, etc.
We have already changed our organization to be able to do this. But the artists and the system

need to adapt as well. This is now happening in Sweden in a
rapid rate. Let me give a few examples.
￼￼
The Stockholm city funding system has changed for the
better, at least in theory. Now we can apply to co-produce,
since they opened up for more flexibility. They have also made
it possible to apply for three years funding, which of course
makes it easier to plan ahead. Especially if you get less money
then you need, you have more time to plan how to deal with
the budget. The same goes for the state. The Arts Council
have radically changed the way we as an organization can
apply. Normally we would apply in October and we would
know our budget in January the same year. Now we apply
in March and it is also possible to apply for three years, plus
which is a big plus, we send in the applications to the same
reference group as the choreographers, which means that
the committee now have the possibility to overview the whole
independent dance field and co-production is finally possible
in the funding structure.
There are several reasons why this is important. The production
funding we can apply for in the EU structure all need the
organizations to put in half the money into the project or
network. The EU project will double it. But if we have none to
put in, there is nothing coming our way. It is very hard, if not
impossible, for project-funded organizations to even apply
in the European structure. You also need to have extensive
contacts to even be able to take part. This we have.
MDT is already in one strong network called DEPARTS 1 with
thirteen organizations around Europe. We have applied for
two European networks: MENTORING Cloud 2, and Sharing
Research/Producing Knowledge 3 and MDT is a part of
a fourth and a very active Nordic one, Samara 4. We are very
proud to be working closely with Workspace Brussels with
various residency exchanges.
TURNÉslingan tre scener — a small Swedish network
construction between Dansstationen in Malmö, Atalante
in Gothenburg and MDT has changed from being a presenting
network into a strong co-producing network. Last year we
made Lisa Östberg and Kim HiortHøy’s piece “You”
possible. It premiered in Stockholm and performed in Malmö
and Gothenburg. It will start touring internationally this
fall. The same goes for “Travail” by Alma Söderberg,
co-produced by Slingan, Het Veem in Amsterdam and
Workspace Brussels. In 2013 we will co-produce Daniel
AlmgrenRecÉn’S and Andros Zins-Browne’S new
pieces.
And this is just the beginning.

1 DÉPARTS is a network project started
within Programme Culture 2000 of the
European Comission. It is now in its
fourth cycle of activity, running from
2009 to 2014. Current partners include
PARTS (be), Alkantara (pt), Bimeras
(tr), CDC Toulouse (fr), Forum
Dança (pt), Hebbel am Ufer (de),
Kunstencentrum Vooruit (be),
Kunstencentrum Buda (be), PACT
Zollverein (de), Springdance (nl),
Trafó (hu), Zodiak (fi) and MDT.
2 MENTORING CLOUD: SPIELART (de),
CAMPO (be), BRUT (at), THEATERHAUS
GESSNERALLEE (ch), FFT (de), THEATER
IM PUMPENHAUS (de), MDT, STUDENT
CENTRE (hr), MOUSONTURM (de),
PRODUCTIEHUIS ROTTERDAM (nl),
NOORDERZON (nl), INBETWEEN TIME
(uk) and THE BASEMENT (uk).
3 SHARING RESEARCH/PRODUCING
KNOWLEDGE: Kunstencentrum
BUDA (be), AL KANTARA ASSOCIAÇÃO
CULTURAL (pt) and MDT.
4 SAMARA is a Baltic-Nordic-European
contemporary performing arts network
including: Kanuti Gildi SAAL (ee),
Baltic Circle Festival (fi), Lokal
festival (is), BORA BORA (dk), BLACK
BOX (no), Nordwind festival (de)
and KAMPNAGEL (de). SAMARA is
supported by KK Nord — Nordic
Culture Point.

2013 is the year when we launch our new way of working. Put simply we call it a modular
production system. We will try it out with a few productions that we co-produce the way
we hope to work in the future. We take care of them, present them, follow them and try to
help them find co-productions and make sure they have a balanced budget. We will also follow
them in post-production, the touring. And hopefully help them reach their artistic potential.
Two of the artist in the modular system are Ludvig Daae and Stina Nyberg. Both of them
are present in the MDT repertoire already. Nyberg will premiere her new piece “Magic Show”
in 2014 and Daae will make two productions 2013. We also take fully care of the DOCH dance
students final projects and we co-produce Gunilla Heilborn’s next piece “GORKIJ PARK 2”.
These four will help us trim the organization so that we can co-produce the future.
Our vision is to help the choreographer develop a project, finance it, through applications and
co-producers and networks, produce it, present it and tour it.
2013 is an exciting year. Great project are pouring in and we try yet another new thing that
we call RePlay. Where a few favorites come back. This spring you can see Nadja Hjorton’s
“Radio Dance” and “SpeculationS” by Mette Ingvartsen. Both have played in MDT
before, and you who missed some of the great things we show can now stop missing the cool
stuff. Good things just keep bouncing back.

Oskar Korsár

